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UNSUPERVISED COLOR IMAGE
SEGMENTATION BY DYNAMIC COLOR
GRADIENT THRESHOLDING

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary groWing stage process,
according to an embodiment; and
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary region merging process,
according to an embodiment.

BACKGROUND
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Image segmentation is an image processing technique used
in a Wide variety of industries including medical image analy
sis, satellite imagery, visual surveillance and face recognition
systems. Image segmentation partitions a digital image into

A hybrid image segmentation approach that employs vec
tor-based color gradient and an automatic thresholding opera
tor to perform a dynamic threshold-based segmentation is

multiple regions (i.e., sets of pixels) based on some homoge

provided. This approach employs a Weighted vector-based
color gradient map that provides the groundwork upon Which

neity metric such as color, texture or contrast. This loW-level

abstraction provides high-level semantic operations With a

seeds are generated and region groWing is automated. Seeds

reduced and relevant data set.
There are a number of existing techniques used for color

refer to a four-neighborhood connected set of pixels Whose

gradient is beloW a speci?ed threshold. The dynamic thresh
old operator applied to this gradient map governs the groWth

image segmentation including feature-based, edge-based,
region-based and hybrid segmentation approaches. Among

process. Additional seeds, if any, are introduced dynamically
to add robustness to the groWing stage. To ensure consistency

the feature-based approaches, clustering techniques are the
most popular. Clustering aims at grouping unlabeled image
pixels into Well-separated homogenous clusters to achieve a
reduction in data. This grouping is performed in the image

20

FIG. 1 is a How chart illustrating an exemplary image

feature space utiliZing some characteristic feature. While this
method is e?icient in segregating data based on global fea

tures, it ignores the spatial relationship of the image pixels.As
a result, regions though spatially disconnected, end up having

segmentation process. At step 100, an image is inputted into
an image processing system, Which in this case, can be any
25

the same label. In addition, clustering requires the determi
nation of cluster centroids and their number, Which necessi
tates human supervision.
Use of histograms for segmentation is another feature

based technique Wherein multilevel thresholding approaches

algorithms disclosed herein are run in a MATLAB® environ

30

processed, gradient computation methods for color images

sensitive to noise and requires the number of classes to be

provided for segmentation.
35

pixel intensity. In general, the generation of reliable edges is
governed by the binariZation threshold, Which varies Widely
40

threshold results in disconnected edges or noisy pixels lead
ing to regions With open contours. Post-processing tech
niques to ?ll gaps in disconnected edges is time-consuming
While rendering them is undesirable.

Segmentation methods using region characteristics utiliZe

approaches may also be used. At step 102, a descriptor is
devised to classify the color image into color homogenous
regions and regions of color transitions. This is achieved by
utiliZing a color gradient map for the inputted image. Depend
ing on the manner in Which individual color channels are

separate regions of varying intensity or hue. This technique is

over different images. Consequently, the choice of a poor

computer or processor capable of performing the image pro
cessing algorithms disclosed herein. In one embodiment, the
ment, hoWever, other suitable simulation methods or

are applied globally to the probability distribution function to

Edge-based techniques utiliZe a threshold to determine
binary pixel edges on a gradient or Laplacian map. In this
Way, an image is separated into regions based on changes in

of the segmentation With the image regions, region groWing is
folloWed by a similarity measure-based region-merging stage
to produce an optimally segmented image.

are categoriZed into scalar and vector techniques. Scalar tech
niques Work on each color channel independently before
fusing them to generate the resultant gradient. Vector methods
on the other hand, process the different color channels holis
tically in all dimensions in a principled manner to compute
the gradient and are hence much more effective. Although
both methods are viable alternatives, the primary embodi
ment discussed herein uses the vector-based color gradient
approach, Which is more robust to noise than the scalar-based

color gradient.
In one embodiment, the color gradient map is developed
With a vector color gradient matrix, D, Which is de?ned as:
45

spatial information along With intensity, texture or color
(1)

information and ensure the formation of regions With closed
boundaries. Seeded region groWing uses a set of pixels as

starting seeds, Which are groWn iteratively by grouping simi
lar adjacent pixels to produce spatially coherent regions. The

D:
50

selection of seeds, hoWever, in?uences the ef?ciency of seg

mentation and generally requires supervision.
Split-and-merge techniques start by recursively splitting
non-homogenous regions until they results in homogenous
regions. After the splitting stage, the split regions are merged

Where u, v and W denote three color channels of a color image

C, and x and y denote the spatial coordinates of each pixel of
C. The product matrix DT D is then Written as:
55

using some similarity measure. The resulting segmentation,
hoWever, has imprecise boundaries due to blockiness.

DTD I [ pI qI]

Accordingly, the embodiments described hereinafter Were

developed in light of these and other draWbacks associated

With knoWn image segmentation techniques.

60

Where DT is D transposed and

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary image segmentation pro
cess, according to an embodiment;
FIG. 2 illustrates a graph depicting the level of gray scale in

a particular image, according to an embodiment;

(2)

65

(3)
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The automatic optimal threshold, To is then calculated by
maximization of the betWeen-class variance using discrimi
nant analysis as in equation 13.

-continued

edifliilzlillz

(4)
(5)

To = Arggggiwém

This is used to calculate the dynamic thresholds for the gra

The largest eigenvalue, 7» of DT D is then calculated as:

k:1/2<p+q+\/@+q>2-4<pq-?>>

(13)

dient map, as described beloW.
The color gradient map G described above serves as a

<6)

potent descriptor of homogenous regions and region transi
tions and is utiliZed as the framework for groWing seeds. The
use of the gradient map G for the groWing process instead of

Finally, the magnitude of the vector-based color gradient is
de?ned as the square root of the largest eigenvalue:

64X

(7)

The color gradient map G is a matrix of gradient magnitudes
at each pixel location. It forms the foundation for the seed

generation process and subsequent region groWing.

20

The vector-based color gradient map G is a grayscale

25

cally computed for separating the edge pixels from the pixels
in homogenous regions Were n is the total number of pixels in

PF”/”

amplify the strong and Weak edges While attenuating loW
gradient regions. Therefore, in one embodiment, the global
gray-level contrast of the gradient map is adjusted using

intensity clipping and stretching operations documented
beloW. Since the images under consideration are generally
natural images, color variations are usually gradual in com

the given image and nl- be the number of pixels in the image
With gray-level i, then the probability of occurrence of gray
30

level i is de?ned as:

boundaries are detected With greater accuracy.

The color gradient map has to be intelligently processed to

image With L distinct gradient values. The higher gradient
values correspond to regions of color edges and the loWer
gradient values correspond to homo genously colored regions.
As shoWn in FIG. 2, an optimum threshold, To, is automati

the intensity or color plane(s) directly, achieves tWo important
objectives. Firstly, since most of the gradient energy is con
centrated at edges than in region interiors, pixels in these
regions are classi?ed rapidly. Secondly, since pixels at the
edges are classi?ed toWards the ?nal stages of groWth, region

(8)

parison With those encountered With graphic images. This
necessitates the need of a scaling operation that non-linearly
increases the contrast betWeen the loW and high color gradi
ents. First, pixels With gradient values betWeen 10% and 90%
of maximum gradient value are mapped to the range 0 to l

(i.e., the stretching operation). Then pixels beloW 10% and

The average gray-level of the entire image is then;
35

Lil

above 90% of maximum gradient value are assigned 0 and 1

respectively (i.e., the clipping operation). The result of these
operations is an enhanced gradient map GE. This is folloWed
by a masking operation that employs an Edge Field. The

(9)

#T = z W;

purpose is to Weight the gradient map, as documented beloW
40

Where HT is the global mean. If C1:{0, . . . , f} and C2:
{t+l, . . . , L-l}, are tWo classes corresponding to the pixels

in Equation 14. The Edge Field Map, L is a local gradient

based binariZed image generated using tWo-threshold levels.
If TH and TL are the high and loW level thresholds respectively,
We have,

of interest and the background respectively, and t being the
threshold value, then their respective probabilities are:
45

(10)

L(i, j) = 1, if GE(i, j) > TH;
: 1, if GE(i, j) > TL and is connected to at least

one point that has a gradient amplitude
50

greater that TH;
: O,

And their means are de?ned as:

1

55

otheWrWise

The Edge Field Map, L thus essentially retains strong edges
along With Weak edges that are adjacent to strong edges While
minimiZing noisy pixels that are not part of the edge. The

Threshold Map TG is generated by binariZing GE using 25%

(ll)

#10) = Z ipi/wlm;

of the optimal threshold, To. Since the optimal threshold is
60

generated using the global image statistics, a 25th percentile
of this value ensures that the binariZation process produces

connected edges. Thus, TG effectively results in a binariZed
representation of the strong edge locations. A Weighted color
gradient map, GWis then de?ned as the enhanced gradient GE,

The betWeen-class variance is given by:

65

multiplied With the resultant of the “or” (union) operation of
images L and TG, Where:
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At step 104, initial seeds are generated based on the
Weighted color gradient map, GW. In some case, the choice of

106e only if it shares a minimum number of adjacent pixels
With the parent seed and is similar in mean color. This dual

merging condition ensures that large potential regions merge
to the seed restrictively While miniscule potential regions

seeds decides the quality of the ?nal segmentation. Therefore,
seeds are generated Within all potential segments to avoid

under segmentation issues. To this end, loW gradient regions
in the Weighted color gradient map GW form reliable seed

merge easily. This leads to negligible errors, if any, in seed
groWth. If the potential region does not meet the criteria of
having the minimum number of adjacent pixels and is not a

candidates and are chosen for driving region groWth. For the

seed generation process, the global optimal threshold, To is

similar mean color, then at step 106], neW seed status is

computed using the method described above. To account for
the loWest gradients, initial seed labels are assigned to four

neighborhood connected pixels With intensities<0.1 To. To

assigned to groWing regions that do not have any parent seed
or have failed the merging criterion but satisfy the minimum
seed siZe criterion (e.g., unsegmented pixels). This adds

ensure reliability, only those seed groups that satisfy mini
mum seed siZe criterion (i.e., With considerable pixel count)
are retained and passed as input seeds for the region groWing

process and addresses any possible errors in the initial seed
generation stage. This ensures that regions that have not been

dynamic seed generation capability to the region groWing

stage.

assigned seeds in the seed generation stage are not merged
With their neighbors.
The seed map is updated at step 106g. At step 106h, the

At step 106, an automatic dynamic thresholding scheme
using an initial optimal threshold To1 is implemented to pro
vide an unsupervised method to generate reliable pixels for

gradient map is analyZed to determine if there are any unseg

region groWing. This serves as the initial threshold for seed

generation. Having generated the seeds at step 104, the unseg
mented gradient map pixels then serve as input data for the
next level of thresholding resulting in a neW threshold, T02.
The difference betWeen the initial threshold, To1 and the cur
rent threshold To2 is the basis of their generation. The initial
threshold Was computed on the entire pixel set. In contrast,
the neW threshold is computed only on the set of pixels that
remain unclassi?ed (i.e., pixels that are not yet part of a

20

updated at step 106j by increasing fG. This cycle achieves
region groWing betWeen tWo limits, the old TD (To"_l) and
neW TD(TO"), Where x ranges from 1 to n, refer to the de?ni
25

segmented region). This is the Dynamic Color Gradient
Threshold, TD (TDe{T0l, T02, To3 . . . T0”}). Consequently,
the dynamic threshold increases With each iteration of region
groWing. This increase ensures that each iteration of region

30

groWing proceeds from the core areas (Which depict homog

complete the region groWing process.
35

This behavior ensures that strong edges are never submerged.
It is also notable that segmentation can noW be achieved

Without the need to determine binary edges. The approach
thus overcomes issues posed by disconnected edges and

tion of TD in section 0019. Compute the neW TD When U
exceeds old TD at step 106k. Simultaneously, set fG to its
initial value and update U. When neW TDzold TD, it indicates
threshold saturation has been reached implying that only the
edge pixels remain to be segmented. For further classi?cation
of the remaining pixels Which have gray level values greater
than the saturation threshold, assign TD to the maximum

gradient value of the unsegmented pixels. Update U and
perform classi?cation of edge pixels starting from step 4 to

enous regions devoid of edges) and moves outWards toWards

the edges. Each dynamic update of the threshold adds more
core pixels to the set of groWing region pixels While the edge
pixels are identi?ed and excluded for ?nal stages of groWth.

mented pixels. If unsegmented pixels are identi?ed, the upper
bound for pixel classi?cation U is compared to the dynamic
color gradient threshold, TD at step 1061'. If U<TD, U is

The region groWing of step 106 is folloWed by a stage of
region merging at step 108. This is step is applied because
region groWing Was brought about by multiple seeds, some
originating from the same region. Consequently, a single
region may consist of more than one partition, Which is unde

40

sirable. This over-segmentation issue is solved by merging

noise.
While the dynamic threshold serves as the upper limit for

these partitions based on some similarity criterion. The How

each threshold update, region groWing is brought about in a

cess. At step 108 a, starting With the region-groWn map
obtained from the region-groWing stage, mean and covari
ance measures (region-neighborhood statistics) for each

chart in FIG. 4, illustrates an exemplary region merging pro

sloWer, surer Way by incorporating an additional parameter

called the GroWth Factor, fG. The groWth factor, fG groWs in

45

region and its adjacent neighbors are generated. At step 108 b

steps ofs (i.e., fGe{fGl-, fGi+s, . . . , 1}; {fGl-,s}:{0, . . . , 1}) and

controls the density of pixels being merged. A smaller value
of s and hence fG, results in sloW but precise groWth of regions

and 108 0, regions that are beloW a minimum pixel count With

and vice versa. Thus, the upper bound for foreground pixel

classi?cation, U in each iteration of region groWth is given by

50

FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary groWing stage process

according to the above-described thresholding scheme (i.e.,
step 106). After the seed generation stage at step 10611, a seed
group of four-neighborhood connected pixels beloW the

their neighbors are merged and neW region-neighborhood
statistics are updated.
At step 108 d a similarity measure S is computed. Given
tWo regions A and B, the similarity measure betWeen the tWo
regions With color means, HA and 11B, and color covariances,
covA and covB is de?ned as

55

sA,B:(liA_liB)T*inv(C0vA+C0vB)* (HA-11B)

(16)

upper bound U, and not part of the seed group, is assigned. At

Because the similarity measure includes both the mean and

step 106b, groWing regions adjacent to the groWing regions

the covariances of the pixels in the regions to be merged, the
regions are compared not just for their color content but also

are identi?ed as potential regions. For each region, the seed
sharing maximum neighboring pixels are labeled as the
region’s parent seed. This ensures a high degree of similarity

betWeen the parent seed and the potential region. At step
1060, each potential region is compared to a minimum region
siZe. If the siZe of the potential region is less than the mini
mum region siZe, then it is merged at step 106d directly With
the parent seed. If siZe of potential region is greater than the
minimum region siZe, then the potential seed is merged at step

60

their texture content before a merging decision is made. At
step 108 e, the similarity measure is compared to a minimum

region merging threshold, RMThresh. Adjacent regions With
65

the least value of S correspond to highly similar regions are
merged at step 108fRegion-neighborhood statistics and S are
updated at step 108 g for the next merging step. This process

continues iteratively until the threshold for merging,
RMThresh is reached. The result is the ?nal segmented image

US 7,873,214 B2
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output at Step 108k, and a ?nal segmentation result is

old, said second optimal threshold is calculated based on a
portion of a said image pixels that are not part of a segmented

achieved at step 110 of FIG. 1. The value of RMThresh
decides the extent of merging. Higher values lead to more
merging of regions and vice versa.
It is to be understood that the above description is intended
to be illustrative and not restrictive. Many embodiments and

region.
9. The method of claim 1, in Which groWing said region of

pixels includes comparing adjacent pixels to a dynamic
threshold.
10. The method of claim 9, Wherein said dynamic threshold

applications other than the examples provided Would be

increases With each iteration of pixel groWing.
11. The method of claim 1, in Which groWing said region of

apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading the above
description. The scope of the invention should be determined,
not With reference to the above description, but should instead

pixels includes limiting pixel groWth by a groWth factor.
12. A computer-readable non-transitory medium storing a
set of computer executable instructions, the instructions,

be determined With reference to the appended claims, along
With the full scope of equivalents to Which such claims are

entitled. It is anticipated and intended that future develop

When executed by a computer, are con?gure to:
compute a color gradient map based on an inputted image;

ments Will occur in the arts discussed herein, and that the

disclosed systems and methods Will be incorporated into such

5

invention is capable of modi?cation and variation and is

limited only by the folloWing claims.
All terms used in the claims are intended to be given their
broadest reasonable constructions and their ordinary mean
ings as understood by those skilled in the art unless an explicit
indication to the contrary in made herein. In particular, use of
the singular articles such as “a,” “the,” “said,” etc. should be

larity,
20

gradient map based on an inputted image comprises:

25

We claim:

1. A method for segmenting an image, comprising:
computing a color gradient map based on an inputted

image;

30

similarity,

14. The medium of claim 13, in Which the instructions

con?gured to groW said region of pixels includes determining
35

inputted image comprises:

16. The medium of claim 15, Wherein said dynamic thresh
old increases With each iteration of pixel groWing.

generating an enhanced color gradient map in Which a
40

17. The medium of claim 12, Wherein the instructions are

automatically implemented.
18. The medium of claim 12, Wherein the instructions are

implemented Without supervision.
19. An image processing system comprising:
45

2. The method of claim 1, in Which selecting at least one
initial seed includes determining an optimal threshold.
3. The method of claim 2, Wherein said optimal threshold is
computed using a maximum of a betWeen-class variance

betWeen classes of pixels.

a ?rst optimal threshold.
15. The medium of claim 12, in Which the instructions

con?gured to groW said region of pixels includes comparing
adjacent pixels to a dynamic threshold.

in Which computing a color gradient map based on an

contrast betWeen loW and high color gradients in said
color gradient map are non-linearly increased, and
generating a Weighted color gradient map in Which said
Weighted color gradient map is a function of said
enhanced color gradient map and a binary threshold
that de?nes strong edge locations.

contrast betWeen loW and high color gradients in said
color gradient map are non-linearly increased, and
generating a Weighted color gradient map in Which said
Weighted color gradient map is a function of said
enhanced color gradient map and a binary threshold
that de?nes strong edge locations.
13. The medium of claim 12, in Which the instructions
con?gured to groW said region of pixels uses a dynamic

thresholding algorithm.

selecting at least one initial seed of at least one pixel based
on said color gradient map;

groWing a region of pixels adjacent to said initial seed; and
merging adjacent regions of pixels using a measure of

in Which the instructions con?gured to compute a color
generating an enhanced color gradient map in Which a

read to recite one or more of the indicated elements unless a

claim recites an explicit limitation to the contrary.

select at least one initial seed of at least one pixel based on

said color gradient map;
groW a region of pixels adjacent to said initial seed; and
merge adjacent regions of pixels using a measure of simi

future embodiments. In sum, it should be understood that the

a processor con?gured to:
determine a color gradient map based on an inputted

image;
select at least one initial seed of at least one pixel based
on said color gradient map;

4. The method of claim 3, in Which said betWeen-class

groW a region of pixels adjacent to said initial seed; and
merge adjacent regions of pixels using a measure of

variance is calculated based on a mean probability of an
occurrence of a gray-level.

in Which computing a color gradient map based on an

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein selecting said at least
one initial seed includes assigning initial seeds to four-neigh
borhood connected pixels With intensities of less than 0.1 of
an optimal threshold.

6. The method of claim 1, in Which groWing said region of
pixels uses a dynamic thresholding algorithm.
7. The method of claim 6, in Which groWing said region of
pixels includes determining a ?rst optimal threshold.
8. The method of claim 7, in Which groWing said region of
pixels further includes determining a second optimal thresh

50

similarity,
inputted image comprises:
55

generating an enhanced color gradient map in Which a

contrast betWeen loW and high color gradients in
said color gradient map are non-linearly increased,
and
60

generating a Weighted color gradient map in Which
said Weighted color gradient map is a function of
said enhanced color gradient map and a binary
threshold that de?nes strong edge locations.
*

*

*

*

*

